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Abstract. We analyze a mechanism that provides strong incentives for
the submission of truthful feedback in virtual communities where services are exchanged on a peer-to-peer basis. Lying peers are punished
with a severity that is exponential to their frequency of lying. We had
first introduced and evaluated experimentally the mechanism in [1]. In
this paper, we develop a Markov-chain model of the mechanism. Based
on this, we prove that, when the mechanism is employed, the system
evolves to a beneficial steady-state operation even in the case of a dynamically renewed population. Furthermore, we develop a procedure for
the efficient selection of the parameters of the mechanism for any peerto-peer system; this procedure is based on ergodic arguments. Simulation
experiments reveal that the procedure is indeed accurate, as well as effective regarding the incentives provided to participants for submitting
truthful feedback.

1

Introduction

Virtual communities for the exchange of files, services, knowledge or opinions
possibly on a peer-to-peer basis have already been widely developed. In the absence of any proper accounting about who is offering value to others in such communities, there is opportunity for free-riding and for malicious actions against
other members. Revelation of hidden information on the quality of the exchanged
good and on the trustworthiness of the community members is necessary. For,
otherwise, such virtual environments may offer low value and eventually collapse. Reputation on the basis of ratings can be a proper means for achieving accountability. However, reputation mechanisms are vulnerable to false or
strategic voting (rating). For example, a particular peer may benefit by submitting unjustified positive ratings for his friends or his collaborators, and/or by
submitting unfair negative ratings for his competitors. This problem is further
augmented in case of pseudo-spoofing, i.e. use of multiple false identities, which
may arise in virtual environments, especially peer-to-peer systems. In [1], we
proposed a mechanism for providing incentives for credible reporting of feedback information in a peer-to-peer system. The mechanism was combined with
?
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reputation-based policies that we introduced in [2]. These determine the pairs of
peers that are eligible to transact, in order incentives to peers for offering better services to others to be provided as well. According to the mechanism both
transacting peers (rather than just the client) submit ratings on the performance
of their mutual transaction. If these ratings are in disagreement, then both transacting peers are punished, since such an occasion is a sign that one of them is
lying, yet the system cannot tell which one. When under punishment, a peer is
not allowed to transact with others. The severity (i.e. duration) of each peer’s
punishment is determined by his corresponding non-credibility metric; this is
maintained by the mechanism and evolves according to the peer’s record. Simulation experiments in [1] showed clearly that the combination of the mechanism
with reputation-based policies detects and isolates liar peers effectively, while
rendering lying costly even in dynamically evolving peer-to-peer systems. Also,
the efficiency losses induced to sincere peers by the presence of large subsets of
the population of peers that provide their ratings either falsely or according to
various unfair strategies are diminished. As explained in [1], this mechanism can
be implemented in practical cases of peer-to-peer systems.
In this paper, we analytically study the standalone effectiveness of the mechanism of [1] (i.e. without being combined with reputation-based policies) in providing incentives for truthful reporting. We define a Markov-chain model in order
to study the steady-state effect of the credibility mechanism in punishing liar
peers. We also develop an optimization procedure for the determination of the
proper parameters of the credibility mechanism employed to a dynamically renewed peer-to-peer system, so as to maximize the effectiveness of the mechanism
in punishing lying and minimize the cost induced to sincere peers by potential
unfair punishments thereof due to the mechanism. This optimization procedure
is based on ergodic arguments. We evaluate our Markovian model and our optimization procedure by simulation experiments that show the accuracy and the
effectiveness of the approach. The results scale for realistic population sizes of
peer-to-peer systems thus making both our mechanism and our approach for
selecting its parameters applicable in practical cases.
There is significant related work in the literature. Dellarocas deals in [3] with
the problem of unfair ratings and discriminatory behavior in on-line trading
communities. Schillo et al. [4] deal separately with behavior and credibility of
other agents using the so-called disclosed prisoners’ dilemma game with partner selection based on own observations. Damiani et al., in a similar approach
[5], extend Gnutella protocol to calculate performance and credibility of other
peers based on a peer’s own experience and on votes from witnesses. A single
trust metric is used for credibility and performance by Yu et al. in [6]. Aberer
et al. [7] present an approach to evaluate trustworthiness (i.e. the combination
of credibility and performance) of peers based on the complaints posed for them
by other peers following transactions. An approach for providing incentives for
truthful reporting of feedback in e-markets has been proposed by Jurca and Faltings in [8]. This approach, similarly to ours, employs disagreement in feedback
messages for discovering potential lying. Detailed comparison of our credibility

mechanism with these works has been done in [1]. However, these approaches
(including [1]) mostly resort to simulation for the purpose of evaluation of their
mechanisms. Moreover, they do not deal with large fractions of collaborated liar
peers, as opposed to both [1] and the present work.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we overview
our credibility mechanism. In Section 3, we describe the Markov-chain model of
a peer-to-peer system that employs our credibility mechanism. In Section 4, we
present our procedure for the optimization of the parameters of the credibility
mechanism for a peer-to-peer system. In Section 5, we evaluate our Markovchain model and our optimization procedure by simulation experiments. Finally,
in Section 6, we provide some concluding remarks.

2

The Credibility Mechanism

Consider a peer-to-peer system for exchanging services that employs a distributed reputation system for performance. Time is assumed to be slotted. For
simplicity, we assume that the minimum time interval between two successive
service requests by the same peer equals one time slot. Following a transaction,
the client peer sends feedback rating his offered performance. For example, he
may rate the transaction as ”successful” (i.e. high offered performance) or as
”unsuccessful” (i.e. low offered performance). The feedback messages are useful
only if their content is true. Unfortunately, peers actually have the incentive
of strategic rating of others’ performance, since they can thus hide their poor
performance, improve their reputation, and possibly take advantage of others.
Thus, a proper mechanism should make lying costly or at least unprofitable.
”Punishing liars” is a known recipe [9], [10], but two questions arise: How can
lying peers be discovered? How can they be punished in a peer-to-peer system,
where there is no central control?
Under our approach peers submit ratings’ feedback according to the following rules: i) after a transaction, both peers involved have to send one feedback
message each, and ii) besides rating (i.e. voting) the transaction as successful or
not, each feedback message also contains a quantifiable performance metric, e.g.
the number of transferred bytes of useful content. We assume that the observed
performance is with high probability the same with that actually offered. (The
opposite may only occur due to unexpected events during a transaction like
network congestion etc.) Thus, if feedback messages for a transaction disagree
(either in their performance metric or in their vote), then, with high probability,
at least one of the transacted peers is lying and has to be somehow punished,
in order for the right incentives to be provided. However, the system cannot tell
which of the peers does lie, and consequently whom to believe and whom to punish. Thus, according to our approach, both peers are punished in this case. This
idea was initially introduced in [9]. However, by simply applying it, a sincere
peer is often punished unfairly.
Therefore, we need a complete mechanism specifying how to punish peers in
such an uncontrolled system and how to limit potential unfairness. To this end,

we introduce for each peer: i) the non-credibility metric ncr, which corresponds
to reputation for non-credibility, and ii) a binary punishment state variable,
declaring whether the peer is ”under punishment” (if the variable is ”true”) or
not (if the variable is ”false”). For each peer, both ncr and punishment state are
public information, and they are appropriately stored so that they are available
to other peers. (See [1] for a discussion on practical implementation.) Upon
entering the peer-to-peer system, each peer is assigned a positive non-credibility
value ncr0 , while he is not under punishment. (Note that the lower the value of
ncr the better.) This choice of ncr0 limits the incentive for name changes after a
disagreement. The flowchart of the credibility mechanism is depicted in Figure
1. In particular, after a transaction between two not punished peers i, j their
feedback messages fi , fj are sent as input to the mechanism: Upon disagreement
(i.e. if fi 6= fj ), the non-credibility values of the transacted peers are both
increased by x while both get punished. The duration of a peer’s punishment
equals bncr , i.e. is exponential in his non-credibility, with a base b > 1. Upon
agreement (i.e. if fi = fj ), the non-credibility values of the transacted peers are
decreased (i.e. improved) by d, where 0 < d ≤ x, without ever dropping below 0.
In the rest of the paper, without loss of generality, we take x = 1. The common
feedback is forwarded to the system computing reputation for performance.
Decrease of non-credibility in cases of agreement serves as a rehabilitation
mechanism. This is crucial for the efficient operation of the credibility mechanism, because, as already mentioned, upon disagreement in reports, most probably one peer is unfairly punished. The value of d determines the speed of restoring a non-credible reporting behavior. We employ additive increase/decrease of
the non-credibility values for simplicity. Other approaches such as additive increase/multiplicative decrease are also possible.
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Fig. 1. The credibility mechanism.

Punishing peers is not an easy task to employ in the absence of any control
mechanism, particularly if peers have full control over their part of peer-to-peer
middleware. In our mechanism, a punishment amounts to loss of value offered

by other peers. That is, a peer under punishment does not transact with others
during his punishment period, while his ratings for such transactions are not
taken into account. The latter measure provides incentives for peers to abide
with the former one! Indeed, first, note that sincere peers under punishment
are not expected to be willing to offer services as they would be subject to
strategic voting without being able to disagree. On the other hand, liar punished peers collaborated with other liar peers that strategically vote them (i.e.
always positively) can raise their reputation anyway, thus having no incentives
to perform well during their punishment. Thus, no peer has any incentives to
ask for services from a punished peer except for strategic voting. Moreover, no
peer has any incentive to perform well when offering services to a punished peer,
because the corresponding feedback is not taken into account. Therefore, it is
beneficial for the system to prohibit transaction with punished peers by rule. To
this end, if a peer transacts with a punished one, then both of the transacting
peers are punished as if they were involved in a new disagreement. Thus, the
non-credibility value of a peer remains unchanged during his punishment period
unless he transacts with other peers; in such a case it is further increased.
Peers should have the incentive to submit feedback, despite the risk of disagreement and subsequent punishment. Indeed, after a transaction that failed
peers may not be willing to report the failure at all. Thus, to provide peers with
the incentive to submit their feedback, our mechanism punishes both peers involved in a transaction if only one of them submits feedback. This also prevents
unilateral submission of feedback messages for non-existing transactions. Note
also that, since the proposed mechanism improves the long-term efficiency of the
sincere peers, only liar peers are expected to have incentives to avoid submitting
feedback. Yet applying the reasoning of [11] to our case, we expect that under
certain circumstances, the existence of our mechanism will lead liar peers to give
up their strategic behavior since it is not beneficial to them.

3

The Markovian Model Approximating the Mechanism

In this section, we analytically study the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism
in equilibrium for providing incentives to peers for truthful reporting. For this
purpose, we define a discrete-time Markov-chain model of a peer-to-peer system
where the credibility mechanism is employed. Then, we derive the steady-state
distribution of the punishment state of sincere and liar peers of the modeled
peer-to-peer system. Modeling of time is different than that introduced in Section 2. In particular, for the purpose of specifying and analyzing this Markov
chain, we define as time step of our discrete-time model the interval between two
successive service requests. We assume that in this interval at most one transaction takes place. Thus, transition from one state to another can only happen
after a transaction between two peers. This is very convenient for analyzing the
Markov-chain model and studying the performance of the original system defined in Section 2. Performance measures can be easily translated from the new
”transaction units” to actual time slots; see Section 4. Note that at the begin-

ning of each time step, a peer is randomly selected to be the client of the only
transaction that takes place in this step.
The total populations of sincere and liar peers in the peer-to-peer system
modelled as a Markov chain are S0 and L0 respectively. Consider that a state is
a snapshot of the system where state variables are the number of not punished
sincere peers s, the number of not punished liar peers l, and the number of
peers under punishment k. Clearly, this Markov chain has (S0 + 1)(L0 + 1)
different states. Observe also that state variable k can be computed by the
formula k = S0 − s + L0 − l, but k is used for readability reasons. Let q be
the probability that a requested service is found at a certain peer and r to be
the probability that a peer asks for a service. Recall that credibility values and
punishment state are public information, and that not punished peers are not
allowed to transact with punished peers. The probability that a selected client
peer finds a requested service is given by:
y = r(1 − (1 − q)l+s−1 )

(1)

A client sincere peer is punished if he finds his service at a liar peer. The probability PS of this event is given by:
PS =

l
y
s+l−1

(2)

A client liar peer is punished if he interacts with a sincere peer plus or with
another liar peer that is not collaborated with. We assume that the probability
of each given pair of liars to be collaborated with each other equals , which is
fixed. Thus, the probability of punishment for a client liar peer is given by the
formula below:
l−1
s
y+
ya
(3)
PL =
s+l−1
s+l−1
If no liars are collaborated with each other, then a = 1, while for all liars being
collaborated with each other a = 0. In the analysis that follows we study the
case where all liar peers are collaborated with each other, which is the hardest
one for the mechanism to deal with.
Recall that at the beginning of each time step, a peer is randomly selected
to be the client of the only transaction to take place. The probability PT that
the two peers of a transaction are punished, i.e. they disagree in their feedback
messages is given by:
s
l
PT =
PS +
PL
(4)
s+l
s+l
For modeling purposes, we assume that during a time step, a sincere (resp.
liar) peer that is under punishment can be ”rehabilitated”, i.e. stop being under
punishment in the next step, with probability PRHS (resp. PRHL ). Thus, when
there are k = S0 − s + L0 − l peers under punishment in the current state, the
average number of rehabilitated peers in the next state is (S0 − s)PRHS + (L0 −
l)PRHL . Next, we relate the Markovian model with the original mechanism of
Section 2.

Suppose that the peer-to-peer system is currently in state (s, l, k), i.e. there
are s not punished sincere and l not punished liar peers, while k peers are under
punishment. Then, in the next time step (i.e. after a transaction), the system
may move to various states with the transition probabilities given in the Table
1. Term A corresponds to the transition arising when the transacting peer are
punished, while term B corresponds to the transition arising when they are not
punished. Both terms also involve the probability of rehabilitation of the number
of liar and sincere peers necessary for the transaction to happen.

Table 1. Formula for transition probability from current state (s, l, k) to another.
Transition Probability
P robability[(s, l, k) → (s − 1 + i, l − 1 + j, k + 2 − i − j) = A + B, where
¶
µ
¶
µ

S0 − s

i
S0 −s−i L0 − l

PRHL j ·
(1
−
P
)
P
P

RHS
RHS
T

j
i

A = (1 − PRHL )L0 −l−j , for 0 ≤ i ≤ S0 − s and 0 ≤ j ≤ L0 − l





0, otherwise

¶
µ
¶
µ

S0 − s

i−1
S0 −s−i+1 L0 − l

PRHL j−1 ·
(1
−
P
)
P
(1
−
P
)

RHS
RHS
T

j−1
i−1

B = (1 − PRHL )L0 −l−j+1 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ S0 − s + 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ L0 − l + 1





0, otherwise

Under the Markovian model, the distribution of the punishment period is geometric; i.e. the duration of the punishment period is independent of the peer’s
past history. Clearly, this is only an approximation of the behavior of our credibility mechanism as described in Section 2, which is very complicated to model
accurately and has a huge state-space. Indeed, recall that a peer upon disagreement is punished for a time period that is exponential to his non-credibility value,
which should be maintained as part of the state for all peers! However, as the
results of Section 5 reveal, this approximation is indicative of the performance of
the actual mechanism provided that rehabilitation probabilities are successfully
selected. Indeed, let us denote as c the period of conviction for a peer with a
certain punishment record. Then, for a geometric-distribution approximation of
this period, the probability of rehabilitation of this peer in the next state should
be estimated as 1/c. The probabilities PRHS and PRHL that lead to the same expected punishment time per type of peer (throughout a peer’s lifetime) depend
on the parameters b, ncr0 , and d of the credibility mechanism. All these parameters can be inter-related by means of the optimization procedure presented
in Section 5. Thus, for given b, ncr0 , and d, appropriate values of PRHS and
PRHL can be derived that render the Markov-chain model a good approxima-

tion of the evaluation of the actual systems. The steady state distribution of the
model is depicted in Figure 2a for a certain peer-to-peer system with S0 = 30,
L0 = 20, r = 0.5, q = 0.1 and rehabilitation probabilities PRHS = 0.1 and
PRHL = 0.0024. As already discussed, these values of PRHS and PRHL result
from the proper selection of the parameters of the credibility mechanism according to the procedure described in Section 4. In the peer-to-peer system of Figure
2a, sincere peers are almost never under punishment during their lifetime, while
liar peers are under punishment almost all of their lifetime. Thus, the credibility
mechanism is very effective in expelling liar peers from the peer-to-peer system
if its parameters are properly selected.

4

The Procedure for Optimizing the Mechanism

As shown in Figure 2, the credibility mechanism is capable of providing the
right incentives to peers for truthful reporting of feedback. However, this result
applies for certain rehabilitation probabilities (essentially for certain expected
punishment periods) that are determined by the parameters of the mechanism
(i.e. initial non-credibility ncr0 , the base b of the exponential punishment, and
the restoration factor d). These parameters have to be properly selected on
the basis of the peer-to-peer system’s, i.e. peers’ lifetime, service availability,
service request probability etc. in order lying to be effectively punished without
inducing an unacceptable overhead for sincere peers. In this section, we propose
a methodology for the calculation of the proper parameters of the mechanism
for any peer-to-peer environment. We specify two objectives when employing the
credibility mechanism in a peer-to-peer system:
– Objective 1: Sincere peers must not be punished more than once during their
lifetime.
– Objective 2: Liar peers must always be punished when they transact with
other sincere peers.
Specifically, consider the Markov-chain model of peer-to-peer system described in the previous section. Recall that we have defined as the time step
of our discrete time Markov chain the duration of a transaction. The expected
value of this is henceforth referred to as transaction unit. Furthermore, recall
that, for the peer-to-peer system originally defined in Section 2, we assume that
time is slotted, while the population of the peer-to-peer system is dynamically
renewed, and S0 , L0 are kept constant. Moreover, each time slot equals the minimum time interval between two successive service requests by the same peer.
Next, we explain how we can inter-relate the two aforementioned systems. We
denote as tlif etime the mean lifetime of a peer in time slots. We also denote as
ts (resp. tl ) the mean number of time slots that a sincere peer is not under punishment during his lifetime, when our credibility mechanism is employed in the
peer-to-peer system. Thus, S0 (ts /tlif etime ) (resp. L0 (tl /tlif etime )) is the mean
number of sincere (resp. liar) peers not under punishment at a certain time slot.

Recalling that y is the probability to find a requested service, then the mean total
number Ntrans of transactions per time slot is given by the following equation:
Ntrans = y

t s S 0 + t l L0
tlif etime

(5)

Furthermore, we denote as ns and nl the mean numbers of transaction periods
that a sincere and a liar peer respectively are not under punishment during
their lifetime. Therefore, ns = Ntrans · ts , nl = Ntrans · tl and nlif etime =
tlif etime ·Ntrans . Recall now that according to the Markov model, the distribution
of each punishment period is geometric with expected value equal to 1/P RHS for
sincere peers and 1/PRHL for liar peers. Using ergodic arguments, Objectives 1
and 2 lead to the following equations:
1
PRHS

= tlif etime − ts =

nlif etime − ns
Ntrans

nlif etime − nl
nlif etime − nl
1
=
=
Ntrans
ts S 0
S0
PRHL
ytl ts S0 +tl L0
ynl ns Sn0s+n
l L0

(6)
(7)

Indeed, Objective 1 amounts to equation (6), which implies that the expected
punishment time for sincere peers equals the mean duration (in transaction periods) of the one and only punishment during their lifetime. Objective 2 amounts
to equation (7), which implies that the expected punishment time for liar peers
equals the mean punishment time of a liar peer in transaction periods divided
by the mean number of time slots where: (i) he is not under punishment, and (ii)
he gets punished upon transaction with a sincere peer. The ts S0 /(ts S0 + tl L0 )
in the dominator of equation (7) expresses the percentage of unpunished peers
that are sincere. Note that equations (6) and (7) express the most conservative
bounds arising from Objectives 1 and 2 for the mean punishment periods of
a sincere and a liar peer respectively. For example, equation (6) expresses the
mean duration of one complete punishment period, while according to Objective 1 sincere peers are not punished more than once. Equation (6) (resp. (7))
involves ns (resp. nl ), which determines the mean fraction of a sincere (resp.
liar) peer’s lifetime that he is not under punishment, namely ns /nlif etime (resp.
nl /nlif etime ). In equations (6) and (7), the values of these fractions are treated
as inputs. However, these values actually arise as a result of the operation of the
credibility mechanism. Thus, the input values in equations (6) and (7) have to
be consistent with those resulting due to the mechanism. Therefore, in order to
determine the values of ns , nl that render the objectives feasible a fixed-point
approach is followed:
1. Initially, we take that ns = min{0.95 · nlif etime , 10} and nl = min{0.05 ·
nlif etime , 1}.
2. We calculate the mean fraction of a peer’s lifetime that he is not under
punishment, which equals ns /nlif etime for sincere and nl /nlif etime for liar
peers.

3. From equations (6) and (7) we calculate PRHL and PRHS . These are employed in the Markov-chain model and the steady-state distribution of the
punishment state is calculated.
4. Then, the mean fraction of a peer’s lifetime that he is not under punishment is re-calculated for sincere and liar peers based on the steady state
probabilities, i.e. n´s /nlif etime for sincere and ńl /nlif etime for liar peers.
5. If a convergence criterion is met, e.g. |n´s − ns | < ² and |ńl − nl | < ², then
a fixed point has been reached, and the proper values of ns , nl have been
found for this peer-to-peer system. Otherwise, we set ns = (1 − δ)ns + δ n´s
and nl = (1 − δ)nl + δ ńl , where δ ∈ (0.5, 1) is a relaxation parameter, and
the control is transferred back to step 2.
Having determined the values of ns and nl that give rise to Objectives 1 and
2, the proper parameters of the credibility mechanism have also to be derived.
The expected value of total punishment period in time slots for a liar peer that
is punished in all of his transactions is at most E[bncr0 (1 + b2 + .. + bv )], where v
is the number of transactions. This is approximated as bncr0 (1 + b2 + .. + by·tl ),
since E[v] = y · tl , which is henceforth treated as integer for simplicity. The total
punishment period for a liar peer should be equal to the mean total punishment
time for that peer tlif etime −tl , see equality (8). (Note that this is a bound because
the last punishment period may not be fulfilled until the end of the lifetime of
the peer. However, again we take the equality, as it is the most conservative
relation.) Similarly, the total expected punishment time of a sincere peer is taken
as bncr0 −d·rh (see equation (9)). rh is the expected number of time slots where
transactions are conducted by a sincere peer until his one and only punishment
(see equation (10)) and d is the restoration factor; thus rh·d is the decrease in the
sincere peer’s non-credibility value until his punishment. Note that the relations
for b and ncr0 involve d as a parameter. Instead of setting one more objective and
devise one more equation in order to determine d, we take d = 0.5 for illustrative
purposes. This is a meaningful choice for the restoration of a disagreement to
require two agreements. Therefore, b, ncr0 (and rh) can be determined by the
following equations.
bytl − 1
(8)
tlif etime − tl = bncr0
b−1
bncr0 −d·rh = tlif etime − ts
rh =

5
5.1

y( P1S − 1)
Ntrans

(9)
(10)

Results
The Simulation Model

In order to evaluate the optimization procedure, we apply the calculated parameters of the credibility mechanism in a simulated peer-to-peer environment where

the mechanism is employed. Specifically, we consider a peer-to-peer system employing the credibility mechanism where services of a certain kind are exchanged
among peers. Each peer employs a reporting strategy regarding the sincerity of
his feedback: he is either (always) sincere or liar. All liars follow the destructive
strategy defined in [1] and they are collaborated to each other. According to the
destructive strategy, liar peers maliciously send reverse feedback about the outcome of their transaction. The reporting types (i.e. lying strategies) of peers are
private information, i.e. only the peer himself knows whether he is liar or sincere.
Time is assumed to be slotted. The duration of the time slot is of the same order
of magnitude as the average interval between two successive service requests. At
each slot, every peer requests a service with a certain probability r = 0.5. Service
availability is Uniform with probability q to find a service at a particular peer.
A peer can serve only one peer per slot due to his limited resources. Furthermore, the population of peers is assumed to be renewed according to a Poisson
process with mean rate λ peers/time slot. That is, each peer is assumed to live
in the peer-to-peer system for a period determined according to the exponential
distribution with mean N/λ, where N is the total size of the population. When
a peer leaves the system, a new entrant of the same type takes his place. After
a transaction each of the peers involved sends feedback to the credibility mechanism as explained in Section 2. The non-credibility values are increased upon
disagreement with his transacted peer in their feedback by 1 and decreased upon
agreement by d = 0.5. In the experiments conducted, we assess the incentives
offered for truthful reporting measuring the mean fraction of punishment time
over lifetime per peer of each reporting type.
5.2

Assessment of the Optimization Procedure and the Markovian
Model

In this subsection, we assess the accuracy of the optimization procedure of the
parameters of the credibility mechanism. For various peer-to-peer systems with
different characteristics (S0 , L0 , r, q, peers’ lifetime) we employ the optimization
procedure in order to calculate the proper values of parameters b and ncr0 of
the credibility mechanism. Then, we employ the Markovian model to derive
the probability that a peer of a certain type is not punished at equilibrium,
denoted as P MS and P ML for sincere and liar peers respectively. Then, we
run simulations, according to the model of Subsection 5.1, using the optimized
parameters b and ncr0 for each of these systems in order to find the mean
fraction of the lifetime per peer of a certain type that he is not punished, denoted
as P SS and P SL for sincere and liar peers respectively. Due to ergodicity, we
expected P MS and P ML to be roughly equal to P SS and P SL respectively.
Indeed, as depicted in Table 2, their maximum absolute difference for sincere
peers (i.e. |P SS − P MS |) is 0.03 and for liar peers (i.e. |P SL − P ML |) is 0.05.
Thus, although approximate, the optimization procedure is rather effective in
calculating the proper parameters of the credibility mechanism. Furthermore,
the Markov model is an accurate proxy of the simulated environment, since
the fractions of lifetime under punishment for each type of peers in the steady

state also arise in the corresponding simulated environment with the optimized
parameters b and ncr0 .
Next, we study how the optimized parameters scale for larger systems (i.e.
when S0 + L0 increases). As shown in Table 3, b and ncr0 remain roughly the
same as the population increases and for different fractions of sincere and liar
peers, keeping the other characteristics of the system constant. Thus, the parameters b and ncr0 of the credibility mechanism are not affected by the mixture
of reporting types in the population. Running additional simulations, we find
that the effectiveness of these punishment parameters in providing incentives for
truthful reporting is maintained for much larger systems with the same lifetime,
r and q parameters, as shown in Table 4.
Table 2. Proper punishment parameters for various systems.
lifetime
1000
150
150
150
150
150

Q
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

r
0.5
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5

S0
30
30
30
50
30
100

L0
20
25
10
45
25
50

b
4.23
1.939
1.22
1.939
1.939
1.939

ncr0
1.66
3.53
11.36
3.5
3.53
3.5

P MS
0.997
0.982
0.992
0.99
0.982
0.985

P SL
0.989
0.956
0.969
0.961
0.956
0.974

P ML
0.011
0.071
0.048
0.075
0.074
0.078

P SL
0.004
0.021
0.041
0.03
0.024
0.03

Table 3. Proper b and ncr0 parameters as the peer-to-peer system scales up for larger
systems and for different relative fractions S0 /L0 , keeping constant lif etime = 150,
q = 0.1 and r = 0.5.
S0 /L0 S0 + L0 b ncr0 P MS P SL P ML P SL
3/2
50
1.939 3.54 0.985 0.963 0.075 0.029
3/2
75
1.939 3.52 0.99 0.97 0.074 0.027
2
2

30
150

1.939 3.6 0.982 0.974 0.075 0.031
1.939 3.5 0.985 0.974 0.078 0.03

3
3

40
60

1.939 3.59 0.992 0.982 0.075 0.028
1.939 3.55 0.994 0.984 0.0725 0.027

As depicted in Figure 2, the optimization procedure and the Markov model
are both very accurate in the estimation of the proper parameters of punishment and very effective in deriving the punishment parameters that render the
mechanism very efficient. Next, we examine how the rest of the characteristics
of the peer-to-peer system affect punishment parameters. The probability q to
find a certain service at a specific peer determines the service availability and
affects the number of transactions conducted per time slot. Provided that there

Table 4. The punishment parameters b = 1.939 and ncr0 = 3.5 remain effective in
providing incentives for truthful reporting as the simulated peer-to-peer system scales
up, when lif etime = 150, q = 1 and r = 0.5.
S0
500
600
900

L0
100
400
600

P MS
0.973
0.9651
0.9643

P SL
0.038
0.036
0.042

Table 5. The impact of service request probability to punishment parameters when
lif etime = 150, q = 0.1, S0 = 30 and L0 = 20.
r
b
ncr0
0.2 13
1.09
0.5 1.939 3.54
0.8 1.22 11.33

is only small probability for a requested service not to be found at all in the
peer-to-peer system, then q essentially does not affect parameters b and ncr 0
(see Table 2). Furthermore, the rate of transactions (that depends on service
request probability r) is important in order for lying to be revealed and properly
punished. The rate of transactions has a considerable impact on the calculation
of the proper punishment parameters, as demonstrated in Table 5. Notice that
decreasing r results in higher b and lower ncr0 , as expected for inducing heavier
punishment to liar peers since their transactions are now less frequent.

ΠHs,lL

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
5
10
# of Liars 15 20

30
20
#
10 of Sinceres

ΠHs,lL 0.015
600
0.01
0.005
400
0
# of Sinceres
100200
200
# of Liars300400

Fig. 2. The Markov model (a) is accurate as it approximates simulation results (b).
The optimization procedure is successful as it finds punishment parameters that lead
to a beneficial steady state. q = 0.1, r = 0.5, b = 1.939, ncr0 = 3.5, lif etime = 150

Table 6. The impact of of lifetime to punishment parameters when r = 0.5, q = 0.1,
S0 = 30, L0 = 10.
lifetime
50
150
300
500

b
11.17
1.94
2.63
3.24

ncr0
0.67
3.59
2.49
2.07

Another important aspect of the peer-to-peer system that affects the calculation of proper punishment parameters is the renewal rate of the population. In
fact, as shown in Table 6, if peers are short-lived, then the value of b should be
large and the value of ncr0 should be relatively small. Indeed, for a liar peer, the
most likely case is to be punished early enough and only once, due to his short
lifetime; the aforementioned values of b and ncr0 render this punishment severe
enough. On the other hand, for long-lived peers the punishment parameters adjust smoothly to punish liar peers progressively for all of their longer lifetime.
Note that the optimization procedure computes always the same punishment
parameters b and ncr0 for a peer-to-peer system with specific characteristics.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied the credibility mechanism that we first proposed
in [1]. This mechanism provides incentives for truthful reporting of ratings’ information in peer-to-peer systems. The credibility mechanism attains this objective
by discovering and punishing liar peers. Also, we modeled the employment of
the credibility mechanism in a peer-to-peer system as a Markov-chain. Although
approximate, this Markov-chain model is rather accurate. It has proved to be a
very useful tool for tuning the parameters of the mechanism in an actual system
by means of the fixed-point optimization procedure that was also proposed in
this paper. Furthermore, our approach for finding the appropriate punishment
parameters has proved to be very successful: Indeed, the optimized credibility
mechanism meets the objectives on punishment. It practically expels liar peers
from the system at effectively very limited cost for sincere peers even in a dynamic environment, thus providing the right incentives for truthful reporting.
The Markov-chain model and the optimization procedure were developed under
the assumption of a particular strategy for lying peers. Incorporation of different
lying strategies in our model is left for future research.
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